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DN AND FN, TWO LOGIC TEACHING PROGRAMS FOR NATURAL DEDUCTION AND NORMAL FORMS by Patrice BAILHACHE Université de Nantes B.P. 1025 44036 NANTES CEDEX 01, FRANCE



The disk contains two programs, DN and FN, intended to providesome help in teaching Natural Deduction (in Gentzen's style) and Normal Forms calculation. They are written in Pascal for PC computers. The primitive idea was to have at disposal a true and intelligent deriver, being able to calculate and provide (on a printer) fair copies for exercises carried out for a long time at the University of Nantes (1st and 2nd degrees). Then, the program was modified for the purpose to use it also as a checker. Its present version permits a sort of dialogue (by means of the screen) between user and computer. There is a series of questions asked by the machine: the student is asked to write down lines of the deduction of a formula or of the calculation of a normal form.
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1. DN, A PROGRAM TO LEARN HOW TO BUILD A NATURAL DEDUCTION



1.1. The “natural deduction” in Gentzen's style The principles of natural deduction used by DN are Gentzen's, partly revised or enlarged by S.C. Kleene1. The basic notion in this topic is the concept of sequent which contains: 1) an arrow (⇒); 2) formulae written on the left of this arrow, separated from one another by commas; 3) formulae written on the right, separated from one another by commas; α 1, α 2, …, α m ⇒ β 1, β 2, …, β n can receive a semantic and an axiomatic interpretations: - one attempts to makeα 1, α 2, …, α m true and β 1, β 2, …, β n false; - β 1 or β 2 or … or β n logically follows fromα 1 and α 2 and … and α m. An analysis of a compound formula,α, starts with the sequent containing it on the right (⇒ α), which is equivalent to the assumption thatα is false. Then, appropriate analysis-rules are applied: the rules of decomposition of propositional contexts (propositional functors), the rules of elimination of quantifiers and those of elimination of identity (on the left side). The procedure aims at getting an absurd situation, which means that α cannot be falsified and, therefore, that it isvalid. To this end, every final sequent, implied by the first, should be absurd, which happens whenever the same formula appears on both sides of the arrow. From the semantic point of view, this formula is intended to be verifiedand falsified; this justifies the



1 G. Gentzen, 'Investigations into Logical Deduction',Collected Papers, ed. M. Szabo, North Holland, Amsterdam (1969), pp. 68-131. S.C. Kleene,Mathematical Logic, New York (1967).



terms of “absurd sequent”. From the axiomatic point ofview, the sequent should be considered as anaxiom-schema. The double interpretation makes it also possible to build a simple proof of completeness for predicate calculus with identity: an analysis leading to absurdity can be reversed, so that, starting from axiom-schemata only, it constitutes a proof of the analysed formula. The program DN works only along the semantical manner, that is it makes (or asks for) analysis.



1.1.1. Propositional calculus In propositional calculus there are two types of rules of analysis: simple and those which entail alternatives. The rule fornegation on the left side, e.g., belongs to the first category: ¬α ⇒ _______



¬ ⇒



⇒ α Attempting to make ¬ α true is attempting to makeα false. Among the rules of the second type is, for instance, that for theimplication on the left: α → β ⇒ β ⇒



→ ⇒



⇒ α



Attempting to make α → β true amounts to attempting to makeβ true or attempting to makeα false (or both). The vertical line betweenβ ⇒ and ⇒ α symbolises a (meta-)disjunction. Thus, in general, one is faced with treea analysis. A formula subject to the analysis, i.e. appearing on the right side of the beginning sequence, is valid if all the branches of its tree end with absurd sequents. In fact, the above and all the subsequent rules are schematically written without the formulae that are not analysed by the rule, but have to be retained. For example, the rule → ⇒ should be expressed, more exactly, according to the following pattern:



m1,…,mi, α → β, n1,…,nj ⇒ p1,…,pk ____________________________________________________________________ m1,…,mi, β, n1,…,nj ⇒



p1,…,pk



m1,…,mi, n1,…,nj ⇒



p1,…,pk, α



where m1, …, mi, n1, …, nj, p1, …, pk are formulae not analysed by the rule→ ⇒. Note. This example (whereβ is placed between m1, …, mi and n1, …, nj , and α after the p1, …, pk ) shows the order in which the resulting formulae are practically inserted by the program DN among the remaining formulae: after their set, if the analysed formula did not appear in it; at the same place, if it did so. Here are the rules for the main propositional functors¬( negation “not”, ∨ disjunction “or [or both]”,∧ conjunction “and”, → implication “if…then…”, ↔ equivalence “if and only if…then…”, alternative “or [not both]” ). The rules are symbolised by the functor placed on the right or left side of the arrow: ¬α ⇒ _______



¬ ⇒



⇒ α α → β ⇒ β ⇒



→ ⇒



⇒ α



α ∧ β ⇒ _________ ∧ ⇒ α,β ⇒



α,β ⇒



⇒α,β



⇒ α → β _________



⇒ →



α ⇒ β



α ∨ β ⇒ ___________ ∨ ⇒ α ⇒ β ⇒



α ↔ β ⇒



⇒ ¬α _______ ⇒ ¬ α ⇒



⇒ α ∨ β ________ ⇒ ∨ ⇒ α,β ⇒ α ∧ β ____________ ⇒ ∧ ⇒ α ⇒ β



↔ ⇒



⇒ α ↔ β α⇒β



β⇒α



⇒ ↔



α



β ⇒



⇒ α



β



⇒ α⇒β



⇒



β⇒α



α,β ⇒



⇒α,β



1.1.2. Predicate calculus (with identity) In the predicate calculus four rules should be added concerning the quantifiers2:



∀x α(x) ⇒ ________________ ∀x α(x),α(a) ⇒ ∃ x α(x) ⇒ ___________ α(a)



⇒



∀ ⇒



∃ ⇒



⇒ ∀x α(x) __________ ⇒ α(a)



⇒ ∀



⇒ ∃x α(x) _______________ ⇒ ∃x α(x),α(a)



⇒ ∃



where α(x) is any formula containing x as a free variable at some place(s) and α(a) is the formula resulting from the substitution of x by a everywhere x is free in α(x); a should be free inα(a). Certain conditions on the variable a used in these rules should be satisfied. I n ⇒ ∀ a should be a new variable, i.e. a variable which is not free in the upper sequent,⇒ ∀x α(x). Thanks to this choice, nothing prevents from interpreting the instance α(a) as false and, thus, justifying the falsity of ∀x α(x). Note that if the variable, a, were not new, the other formulae wherein it appears could be in contradiction with the assumed interpretation, α(a) false. The same proviso is required for∃ ⇒. I n ∀ ⇒, from the pure point of view of truth and falsity, any variable can be taken (proviso that a is free in α(a) ). Nevertheless, as explained above, absurd sequents (i.e. with the same formula on the left and right side) have to be reached, as much as possible. For this reason, specialinstances with variables which already appear free in the upper sequent(“previous variable") should be preferred. Moreover, the analysed formula, ∀x α(x), is



∃ can be easily established on the basis of⇒ ∀ and ∀ known equivalence ∃ x ↔ ¬ ∀x¬, or reversely. 2



∃



⇒ and ⇒



⇒ by means of the well-



retained for further applications with other previous variables. The same strategic proviso is applied for⇒ ∃. We engage the reader to refer to Kleene's textbook for more information3. Theses rules are quite similar, e.g., to the so-called instantiation rules used by Quine (inMethods of Logic). In the predicate calculus withidentity two new things are added. First, the concept of an absurd sequent is extended. The new clause is that every sequent containing on the right a formula in the form x=x is absurd . Since formulae on the right side are intended to be false, the absurdity is obvious. Then, we also have the new rule:



α(b),a=b ⇒ β(b) _______________ = ⇒ α(a) ⇒ β(a) where the letter 'b' is replaced by 'a'in all the formulae of the sequent, in which it occurs as a free variable.



1.2. The two modes of analysis in DN The deduction-analysis can run according two modes, optimal or planned, which constitutes a very important distinction.



1.2.1. “Optimal” working In this case, using the rules ⇒∀ and ∃⇒, the program tries to introduce new letters a, b, c,..., as soon as possible. The letters are used in further application of the rules∀⇒ and ⇒∃. Such an attempt is doneeven in depth. So, in the case of ⇒ ∃x∃y∃z Fxyz, ∃x∃y∀z Gxyz,



3 Op. cit., chap. 6, § 48.



the formula ∃x∃y∀z Gxyz will be first analysed, since the rule⇒∀ should be applied as soon as possible. When it applies the rules∀⇒ or ⇒∃ , the program chooses free variables (a, b,…) such that atoms4 already existing are yielded (e.g. if the given sequent is ∀xFx ⇒ Fb,Ga , the next sequent will be∀xFx,Fb ⇒ Fb,Ga , which is an absurd sequent; Fa will not appear). To this respect, it can be said that the optimal mode of DN is “intelligent”. To some extent, this mode realises the so-called “unification” of Artificial Intelligence. As a consequence, DN explores the tree of the analysis-deduction in deepness first, which means that a branch is explored until its end. If the branch ends by an absurd sequent, DN goes back to the previous node in the branch and starts again in a new branch. If the branch ends (because there is no more rule to be applied) without absurdity,DN stops and declares the given formula not valid: it has found a counter-example of 5it .



1.2.2. “Planned” working In this mode, the analysis proceeds by stages. By definition, in a stage exactly one rule (if possible) is applied to each compound formula of the first sequent in the stage for every path. For example, if a stage contains only one path and begins with the sequent p ∧ ¬ q, p, ∀xFx, ∃x¬ Fx ⇒ ∀x¬ Fx, ¬ p → ¬ q the program will apply, in the course of the stage and in order: ∧ ⇒ to p ∧ ¬ q, ∀⇒ to ∀xFx, ∃⇒ to ∃x¬ Fx, ⇒∀ to ∀x¬ Fx, ⇒→ to ¬ p → ¬ q. If a rule (as → ⇒) causes a junction, the stage continues in both branches. At the end of a stage there may be some rules to apply in several branches. In this case, the next stage begins in each branch. Consequently,the “planned” natural deduction explores the tree of an analysisin the breadth first, which means that it goes from a branch to another, as soon as the rules prescribed at the beginning of a stage are applied (see the example given below)6. The



4 We call atom a n-ary predicate followed by n free variable(s). 5 Our “optimal” working does not claim to be general or perfect. But it covers a relatively great number of possible cases of formulae studied in handbooks of elementary logic. 6 This type of working is described at length by S.C. Kleene, Mathematical Logic, in the chapter on the proof of completeness for predicate calculus (§ 49).



essential advantage of the “planification” is to prepare to a particularly simple and rational proof of completeness of the predicate calculus. It is worth noting that “planned” working often compels to “unintelligent” deductions. This is dueto that one is supposed to proceed mechanically and no intellectual effort which might shorten the way of getting ends (i.e. absurd sequents) is needed. Therefore, given a common student's attitude to seek ingenious settlements, the second mode may not receive a good reception, at least at the beginning. We hope, however, that our program DN offers a real pedagogical service and that using it, it is possible to reach better understanding of that style of natural deduction.



1.3. An example of the results displayed by DN for the two modes 1.3.1. How calculations are displayed For convenience related to computers, the keys and notations used are the following: functors negation conjunction disjunction implication equivalence alternative incompatibility rejection (neither nor) universal quantifier existential quantifier identity



logical notation ¬ ∧ ∨ → ↔



keys on computer . * > = @











↓



!



∀ ∃



$ ]



=



7 Obtained by pressing Alt and typing 240.



≡7



Letters



a,...,r s,...,z A,...,O P,...,Z



stand for



free variables (0,…,9 are also allowed) bound variables predicates propositional variables



In the optimal working the occurrence of a node (because, e.g., the rule → ⇒) is marked by the terms functor (e.g. implication) left node n where n is the ordinal number of the node to which there has been not yet return. A return provokes the decreasing of n of one unit. This indication is followed by the sequents of the left branch starting from the node. The return to the node entails the analysis of the right branch. The same line marks the occurrence of a node in the planned working, but the node has no number. On the other hand, this time, paths are numbered. If k is the number-name of the previous node from which follows the actual path where is the actual sequent, the new two points created by an alternative-rule are called 2k and 2k+1. This produces schemes like the following:



1



2



3



4 8



5



7



6



9



1.3.2. Example of the formula



∀x(Fx → G x ) → ( ∀xFx → ∀xGx)



1.3.2.1. Optimal analysis



⇒ $x(Fx>Gx)>($xFx>$xGx) ⇒ > $x(Fx>Gx) ⇒ $xFx>$xGx ⇒ > $x(Fx>Gx),$xFx ⇒ $xGx ⇒$ x/a



new variable



$⇒ x/a



free variable



$x(Fx>Gx),$xFx ⇒ Ga $x(Fx>Gx),Fa>Ga,$xFx ⇒ Ga implication left node 1



> ⇒



$x(Fx>Gx),Ga,$xFx ⇒ Ga absurd sequent _______________________________ going back to node 1 $x(Fx>Gx),$xFx ⇒ Ga,Fa $x(Fx>Gx),$xFx,Fa ⇒ Ga,Fa VALID FORMULA Points of the tree: 2



3



$⇒ x/a absurd sequent



When the sequent $x(Fx>Gx),Fa>Ga,$xFx ⇒ Ga is written, the program applies the rule > ⇒ and continues in the left branch created by this rule. The absurd sequent, $x(Fx>Gx),Ga,$xFx ⇒ Ga, is immediately obtained. Then, the analysis goes back to the node and continues in the right branch with the formula previously produced on the right side by the rule > ⇒. The new branch ends also with an absurd sequent. The wholeanalysis can be represented by the following diagram wherein a segment between two points represent the application of a rule:



path 1



⇒> ⇒> ⇒$ $⇒ path 2



>⇒



path 3



$⇒



In fact, when computer has written “Points of the tree: 2 displays a tree without inscription:



1.3.2.2. Planned analysis



STAGE 1 path 1 ⇒ $x(Fx>Gx)>($xFx>$xGx) ⇒ >



3”, it



$x(Fx>Gx) ⇒ $xFx>$xGx STAGE 2 path 1 $x(Fx>Gx) ⇒ $xFx>$xGx $⇒ x/a



free variable



$x(Fx>Gx),Fa>Ga ⇒ $xFx>$xGx ⇒ > $x(Fx>Gx),Fa>Ga,$xFx ⇒ $xGx STAGE 3 path 1 $x(Fx>Gx),Fa>Ga,$xFx ⇒ $xGx > ⇒



implication left node path 2 $x(Fx>Gx),Ga,$xFx ⇒ $xGx



$⇒ x/a



free variable



⇒$ x/b



new variable



$x(Fx>Gx),Ga,$xFx,Fa ⇒ $xGx $x(Fx>Gx),Ga,$xFx,Fa ⇒ Gb path 3 $x(Fx>Gx),$xFx ⇒ $xGx,Fa $x(Fx>Gx),$xFx,Fa ⇒ $xGx,Fa



$⇒ x/a free variable absurd sequent



STAGE 4 path 2 $x(Fx>Gx),Ga,$xFx,Fa ⇒ Gb $⇒ x/b



free variable



$⇒ x/b



free variable



$x(Fx>Gx),Fb>Gb,Ga,$xFx,Fa ⇒ Gb $x(Fx>Gx),Fb>Gb,Ga,$xFx,Fb,Fa ⇒ Gb STAGE 5 path 2 $x(Fx>Gx),Fb>Gb,Ga,$xFx,Fb,Fa ⇒ Gb implication left node



> ⇒



path 4 $x(Fx>Gx),Gb,Ga,$xFx,Fb,Fa ⇒ Gb



absurd sequent



path 5 $x(Fx>Gx),Ga,$xFx,Fb,Fa ⇒ Gb,Fb



absurd sequent



VALID FORMULA Points of the tree:



2



3



4



5



This deduction corresponds to the following figure:



path 1



⇒>



>⇒ path 2



$⇒



$⇒



Stage 1



$⇒ Stage 2



⇒> path 3



$⇒



Stage 3



⇒$ Stage 4



$⇒ path 4



>⇒



path 5



Stage 5



Unfortunately, DN is not yet improved enough for displaying such a diagram. Only the tree appears on the screen, under the form:



For more complex formulae the differences between trees of optimal and palnned deductions may be greater. Thus, e.g., if we consider the formula (∀xFxa ∧ ∃x(Fax ∧ ¬ x=a)) → ∃x∃y(Fxy ∧ F y x ∧ ¬ x=y)8, DN will compute the followings two trees:



optimal mode



8 It may be understood as a schema of the following everyday sentence: “if everybody likes Mary and if Mary likes somebody other than herself, then there is at least one pair of persons which like each other”



planned mode



2. FN, A PROGRAM TO LEARN HOW TO CALCULATE NORMAL FORMS



2.1. Definitions and consequences 2.1.1. Definitions The very concept of a normal form is well known. Therefore, in what follows only basic features and principles are recalled. Let us call an elementary disjunctionor a disjunct an expression of the form: α1 ∨ α2 ∨ … ∨ αn where α 1, α 2, …, α n are propositional variables or negations of propositional variables. A borderline case, conventionally admitted, is when there is only one α i (n=1). For example p ∨ q, ¬ p ∨ q ∨ ¬ r, ¬ q



are elementary disjunctions.



A conjunctive normal form(CNF) is a conjunction of elementary disjunctions (written without superfluous parentheses). For example p ∧ ( ¬ q ∨ ¬ p ∨ s) ∧ ( q ∨ r)



is a CNF.



Similar definitions are obtained by interchanging conjunctions and disjunctions: α 1 ∧ α 2 ∧ … ∧ α n is an elementary conjunction or a conjunct and a disjunctive normal form (DNF) is a disjunction of elementary conjunctions. It results from these definitions that the structure of a normal form verifies three conditions:



1. The functors of the expression arenegation (¬ ), disjunction ( ∨ ) a n d conjunction (∧ ) only. 2. There is no parenthesis nested in one another. 3. There is no negation outside the scope of parentheses. It is useful to keep in mind these conditions when one tries to calculate a normal form. Examples: p ∨ ( ¬ q ∧ p ∧ ¬ r) ∨ r is a DNF (p ∧ ( p ∨ ¬ q)) ∨ ( ¬ p ∧ r) is not a normal form (nested parentheses) ¬ (p ∧ ¬ q) ∨ ( ¬ p ∧ r) is not a normal form (negation in front of (p ∧ ¬ q) ) Remark. As mentioned, a conjunct or a disjunctmay consist only of one variable or its negation. Further, a normal form may consist of one conjunct or disjunct. This case yields ambiguity since then two interpretations are possible. For example the formula p ∨ ¬q can be considered as the CNF (p ∨ ¬ q) ∧ “nothing”. or as the DNF (p ∧ “nothing”) ∨ ( ¬ q ∧ “nothing”).



2.1.2. Consequences A conjunctive normal form isvalid when all its conjuncts (the elementary disjunctions inside parentheses) are valid, i.e. when a propositional variable and its negation appear in each conjunct. For example (p ∨ q ∨ ¬ q) ∧ ( r ∨ ¬ p ∨ q ∨ ¬ r ∨ s) ∧ ( p ∨ ¬ p) is valid.



2.1.2.1. Normal form “of” a formula



We say that any two propositional formulae are logically (and semantically) equivalentwhen they have exactly the same truth tables; in symbols: α ⇔ β



iff



α ↔ β



Then we say that an expression,α CNF, is a conjunctive normal form of a formula, α, if and only if they are logically equivalent α(CNF ⇔ α) and the former is a conjunctive normal form (similar definition for α DNF). Since each conjunct of a valid CNF is valid and it is always possible to calculate a normal form of any given expression (the procedure is presented below), the concept of a normal form is most interesting. A decision procedure follows immediately from this: a formula of the propositional calculus is valid, if and only if each conjunct of one of its CNF is valid, i.e. it contains at least a propositional variable and its negation. (Similarly, a formula is a contradiction, if and only if each disjunct of one of its DNF is contradictory, i.e. it contains at least a propositional variable and its negation.) Remark. Note that there are in general several CNF and DNF of a given formula. For example p ∧ ( p ∨ q) ∧ ( q ∨ r) a n d p ∧ ( q ∨ r) are two logically equivalent normal forms (they have the same truth-table).



2.1.3. Completeness An essential property can be derived from the principle of evaluation of a CNF. As we shall see, a CNF of a given formula can always be calculated by applying certain rules of equivalence (De Morgan's law, etc.). Then, if a formula is valid, each conjunct of a CNF is valid as well, and this in an obvious way (a proposition variable and its negation appear in the conjunct). Using only equivalential rules, the calculus which starts from the given formula and arrives at the CNF can be inverted, which shows that, starting only from obvious valid conjuncts, one can arrive atthe formula. Then, if each rule is viewed as belonging to an axiomatic system for the propositional calculus and every valid disjunct of a CNF is taken as an axiom-schema, then



the reverse approach constitutes precisely aproof for the formula (first a rule which can be called “CONJ” allows to derive the CNF from its conjuncts and next the boolean rules lead to the formula to bederived. Thus every valid formula is deducible (if α then α). It is the theorem of the completeness.



2.2. Procedure of calculation As explained, to “calculate” a normal form of a given formula amounts to finding an expression in normal form logically equivalent to it. The calculation is based on the application of several logical rules and splits into two stages: (1) the (¬ , ∨ , ∧ )-transcription of the given formula, (2) the reduction of nested parentheses and external negations. All the rules used for the calculation stem fromequivalential laws, which means that “using” a law of the formα ↔ β consists in changing a part of formula which has the structure α by the corresponding part having the structure β. For instance, applying De Morgan's law to the formula ¬ (p ∧ ¬ q) ∨ ( ¬ q ∧ r) consists in changing the part¬ (p ∧ ¬ q) with (¬ p ∨ ¬ ¬ q), according to the rule which expresses the equivalence between¬ (α ∧ β) and (¬ α ∨ ¬ β)9 — a rule obviously based on the De Morgan's law: ¬ (p ∧ q) ↔ (¬ p ∨ ¬ q) The very use of equivalential rules is justified by a more general rule, namely, the rule of substitution of (logical) equivalents. When we replace ¬ (p ∧ ¬ q) with (¬ p ∨ ¬ ¬ q) in ¬ (p ∧ ¬ q) ∨ ( ¬ q ∧ r), we change a part with another, equivalent, knowing that the truth table of the whole formula is not affected by the operation. In the sequel, whenever we speak of law (to conform ourselves to the tradition), one should understand that the corresponding rule is used.



9 This rule could be presented as¬(α ∧ β)



⇔



( ¬α ∨ ¬β).



2.2.1. Transcription As known, two transcriptions are always possible for each propositional functor, one having a negation in front, the other not. Thus, e.g., the implication p → q admits ¬ (p ∧ ¬ q) and ¬ p ∨ q. Reasons of economy would then decide which of the two transcriptions it is better to handle. If there is negation before the formula, we take the first and apply the law of double negation. Otherwise, we take the second transcription. Furthermore, since the aim is not to have negation in front of the whole formula, the transcription will be done from the most to the least important functors of the given formula, choosing the “good” equivalence at each step (e.g. (p → q) → r yields first ¬ (p → q) ∨ r and then ¬ ¬ (p ∧ ¬ q) ∨ r, i.e. (p ∧ ¬ q) ∨ r ) . The applied laws of equivalence are the following (α and β standing for any well formed formula):



α ↔ β α β



α → β α  β α ↓ β



¬α ∨ β and to ¬ (α ∧ ¬ β) is equivalent to ¬α ∨ ¬β and to ¬ (α ∧ β) is equivalent to ¬α ∧ ¬β and to ¬ (α ∨ β) is equivalent to (¬ α ∨ β) ∧ (α ∨ ¬ β) and to ¬ ((α ∨ β) ∧ (¬ α ∨ ¬ β)) is equivalent to (α ∨ β) ∧ (¬ α ∨ ¬ β) and to ¬ ((¬ α ∨ β) ∧ (α ∨ ¬ β)),



where →, ↔ ,



is equivalent to



has the same meaning as above and  , ↓ represent,



respectively, the (“neither…nor…”).



incompatibility



(“not



both”)



and



the



rejection



The program uses these laws in the way explained above and displays (or asks for) the position of the transcribed functor and the applied equivalential rule.



2.2.2. Reduction to a normal form This reduction is carried out by means of Boole's algebra laws (their version in propositional calculus): De Morgan's laws, laws of associativity, commutativity, distributivity, simplification by absorption, simplification by suppression of tautologies and contradictions. These laws are well known, except perhaps the latest two ones. The help menu of the program FN present all these laws in detail. Here I shall only list them:



De Morgan's laws DM¬ ∧ DM¬ ∨



¬ (p ∧ q) ↔ ( ¬ p ∨ ¬ q) ¬ (p ∨ q) ↔ ( ¬ p ∧ ¬ q)



Laws of associativity ASS∧ ASS∨



(p ∧ ( q ∧ r)) ↔ ((p ∧ q) ∧ r) (p ∨ ( q ∨ r)) ↔ ((p ∨ q) ∨ r)



Laws of commutativity COM∧ COM∨



(p ∧ q) ↔ ( q ∧ p) (p ∨ q) ↔ ( q ∨ p)



Laws of distributivity DIS∧/∨ DIS∨/∧



(p ∧ ( q ∨ r)) ↔ ((p ∧ q) ∨ ( p ∧ r)) (p ∨ ( q ∧ r)) ↔ ((p ∨ q) ∧ ( p ∨ r))



Laws of absorption ABS∧ ABS∨



10



(p ∨ ( p ∧ q)) ↔ p (p ∧ ( p ∨ q)) ↔ p



Laws of suppression of tautologies and contradictions SUPτ SUPκ



(τ ∧ p) ↔ p (κ ∨ p) ↔ p



τ = tautology κ = contradiction



2.2.3. Example Consider the formula (p → ( q ∧ r)) → ( p



¬ q).



2.2.3.1. Transcription



By (α → β) ↔ ( ¬ α ∨ β) applied to the main implication: ¬ (p → ( q ∧ r)) ∨ ( p ¬ q). By (α



β) ↔ ((α ∨ β) ∧ ( ¬ α ∨ ¬ β)) and the law of double negation: ¬ (p → ( q ∧ r)) ∨ ((p ∨ ¬ q) ∧ ( ¬ p ∨ q)).



Finally by (α → β) ↔ ¬ (α ∧ ¬ β) and the law of double negation: (p ∧ ¬ (q ∧ r)) ∨ ((p ∨ ¬ q) ∧ ( ¬ p ∨ q)).



10 The laws of idempotence are a special case of the laws of absorption, where the proposition q does not appear:



Laws of idempotence ID∧



(p ∧ p) ↔ p



ID∨



(p ∨ p) ↔ p



The resulting formula contains only the three functors ¬ , ∧, ∨. 2.2.3.2. Reduction



The formula obtained is not in normal form since there is a negation in front of a parenthesis and nested parentheses also appear. DM¬ ∧, applied to ¬ (q ∧ r), cancels the undesirable negation: (p ∧ ( ¬ q ∨ ¬ r)) ∨ ((p ∨ ¬ q) ∧ ( ¬ p ∨ q)). DIS∧/∨, applied to the propositionp ∧ ( ¬ q ∨ ¬ r), yields ( (p ∧ ¬ q) ∨ ( p ∧ ¬ r) ) ∨ ((p ∨ ¬ q) ∧ ( ¬ p ∨ q)). which is by ASS∨: (p ∧ ¬ q) ∨ ( p ∧ ¬ r) ∨ ((p ∨ ¬ q) ∧ ( ¬ p ∨ q)). Then we can apply DIS∧/∨ again (three times11) to the formula (p ∨ ¬ q) ∧ ( ¬ p ∨ q): (p ∧ ¬ q) ∨ ( p ∧ ¬ r) ∨ ((p ∧ ¬ p) ∨ ( p ∧ q) ∨ ( ¬ q ∧ ¬ p) ∨ (¬ q ∧ q)) which is by ASS∨: (p ∧ ¬ q) ∨ ( p ∧ ¬ r) ∨ ( p ∧ ¬ p) ∨ ( p ∧ q) ∨ ( ¬ q ∧ ¬ p) ∨ (¬ q ∧ q) In this formula, by virtue of SUPκ, the contradictory parts (p ∧ ¬ p) and (¬ q ∧ q) disappear and we obtain (p ∧ ¬ q) ∨ ( p ∧ ¬ r) ∨ ( p ∧ q) ∨ ( ¬ q ∧ ¬ p) which is a disjunctive normal form.



11 In fact, instead of applying the distributivity three times, we can use generalized a rule of distribution, according to which, for example, from the expression (p1 ∨…∨ p i) ∧ ( q 1 ∨…∨ q j) ∧ ( r 1 ∨…∨ r k) we receive (p1 ∧ q1 ∧ r1) ∨ (p1 ∧ q1 ∧ r2) ∨…∨ (p1 ∧ q1 ∧ rk) ∨…∨ (p1 ∧ q2 ∧ r1) ∨ (p1 ∧ q2 ∧ r2) ∨…



∨ (p1 ∧ q2 ∧ rk) ∨…∨ (p2 ∧ q1 ∧ r1) ∨ (p2 ∧ q1 ∧ r2) ∨…∨ (p2 ∧ q1 ∧ rk) ∨… …∨ (pi ∧ qj ∧ r1) ∨… ∨ (pi ∧ qj ∧ r2) ∨…∨ (pi ∧ qj ∧ rk). Briefly, all the combinations are produced directly from the propositions included in the given parentheses. It is wothnoting that the program proceeds by means of the generalized rules of distribution.



2.3. Canonical normal forms A normal form is canonical when each of its parentheses contains all the propositional variables of the given expression, either affirmatively or negatively (but not both). Example: (p ∧ q ∧ ¬ r) ∨ ( ¬ p ∧ q ∧ r) ∨ ( ¬ p ∧ ¬ q ∧ r) The principle of calculation is simple; it consists in applying reversely the laws of suppression of tautologies and contradictions, and then directly the laws of distributivity. Thus p is equivalent to p ∧ ( q ∨ ¬ q) and therefore to (p ∧ q) ∨ ( p ∧ ¬ q) Assuming that the given formula contains the two elementary propositions p and q, the mere propositionp now happens to be “canonized”, i.e. replaced with two parentheses, each of which contains p and q.



2.3.1. Canonical form of the disjunctive normal form of the above example Completing each parenthesis with the missing propositional variables, we obtain: (p ∧ ¬ q ∧ r) ∨ ( p ∧ ¬ q ∧ ¬ r) ∨ ( p ∧ ¬ r ∧ q) ∨ ( p ∧ ¬ r ∧ ¬ q) ∨ (p ∧ q ∧ r) ∨ ( p ∧ q ∧ ¬ r) ∨ ( ¬ q ∧ ¬ p ∧ r) ∨ ( ¬ q ∧ ¬ p ∧ ¬ r). Next, parentheses are alphabetically ordered: (p ∧ ¬ q ∧ r) ∨ ( p ∧ ¬ q ∧ ¬ r) ∨ ( p ∧ q ∧ ¬ r) ∨ ( p ∧ ¬ q ∧ ¬ r) ∨ (p ∧ q ∧ r) ∨ ( p ∧ q ∧ ¬ r) ∨ ( ¬ p ∧ ¬ q ∧ r) ∨ ( ¬ p ∧ ¬ q ∧ ¬ r), which allows us to recognise the ones which are identical and, subsequently, to suppress them: (p ∧ ¬ q ∧ r) ∨ ( p ∧ ¬ q ∧ ¬ r) ∨ ( p ∧ q ∧ ¬ r) ∨ (p ∧ q ∧ r) ∨ ( ¬ p ∧ ¬ q ∧ r) ∨ ( ¬ p ∧ ¬ q ∧ ¬ r). This is the Canonical disjunctive normal form (CaDNF) of the given expression.



2.3.2. Consequences for the evaluation. Canonical forms and truth tables Every conjunction is true only once, namely, when each of its components is true. Thus, the first conjunct, p ( ∧ ¬ q ∧ r), is true if p is true, q false, r true. Its truth table contains one T in the d 3 row and F in the remaining seven rows. Similarly for the other disjuncts. Since they are all different from one another, the rows where they are true are different as well. Finally, since a disjunction is true when at least one of its components is true, each disjunct of the CaDNF corresponds toa T of its truth table and the given formula (since they are logically equivalent). Similarly, each conjunct of the CaCNF corresponds to a F of the truth table. Remark 1. An immediate consequence is that the number of the disjuncts and conjuncts of the two canonical forms equals 2n for a formula with n propositional variables (it is the total number of the rows of the truth table). Remark 2. Another immediate consequence is that a tautology (a valid n disjuncts but has no CaCNF; a contradiction proposition) has a CaDNF with 2 has a CaCNF with 2n conjuncts but no CaDNF. 2.3.2.1 Canonical forms and truth table for the previous example (1=T, 0=F)



p q r 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0



1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0



1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0



( ( p → ( q ∧ r) ) → ( p 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1



1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1



¬ q)) 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1



0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1



disj. of CaDNF



conj. of CaCNF



p ∧ q ∧ r p ∧ q ∧ ¬r p ∧ ¬q ∧ r p ∧ ¬q ∧ ¬r p ∨ ¬q ∨ ¬r p ∨ ¬q ∨ r ¬p ∧ ¬ q ∧ r ¬p ∧ ¬q ∧¬r



2.3.2.2 Property derivable from canonical forms



An important property can be derived from the relationship between canonical forms and truth tables. This is thefunctional completenesswhich says that any propositional function of propositions can be expressed in terms of negation and the binary functors only. The property is obvious since for any truth table one can always construct an expression, a disjunctive or conjunctive canonical form, which comply with this table.



2.4. Specific calculations of the program FN Whether it is working as a deriver (displaying the results of a calculation) or a checker (asking for results), the program executes the followings tasks. 1) When the user writes the formula to be studied, computer tests its well formation. Symbols not belonging to the propositional calculus are forbidden. Syntax errors are detected and FN asks the user to correct them. 2) When a well formed formula is introduced, the program transcribes it, as explained above, in terms of¬ , ∨, ∧. 3) It cancels the global parentheses which may appear (e.g. (( p ∧ ( q ∨ r))) will give p ∧ ( q ∨ r) ) 12. 4) It applies, in this order, De Morgan's laws, laws of associativity, absorption, suppression of tautologies and contradictions. 5) Then, if a conjunctive normal form should be calculated, the program makes a distribution of disjunction on conjunction if the structure ( ∧ ) ∨ ( ∧ ) appears in the highest level of parentheses (in the most nested parentheses); if it is not the case, it makes a distribution of conjunction on disjunction, again in the highest level of parentheses.After such operations, FN simplifies the result by applying the laws of absorption and suppression of tautologies and contradictions. 12 DN nor FN accept no convention on parentheses, except for negation, disjunction and conjunction. Thus, e.g.,¬p ∨ q means (¬p) ∨ q; p ∨ q ∨ r may be written without parenthesis; but ((p → q) ∧ ( q → r) ) → ( p → r) cannot be symbolised by (p → q) ∧ ( q → r) → ( p → r).



Calculations of 5) are repeated until there is no more disjunction outside the parentheses, which evidently yields a CNF. When a disjunctive normal form should be calculated, the roles of conjunction and disjunction are exchanged.



Remark. Note that this way of proceeding with the distribution laws is neither the most intuitive nor the most direct. But it offers the advantage of working out distributions only on simple parentheses. It has been chosen partly because of the simplicity of programming. In some cases, it would be better to distribute in a lower parentheses level. E.g., in case of: ((p ∧ q) ∨ ( p ∧ r)) ∧ ( ¬ p ∨ q) the distribution of (p ∧ q) ∨ ( p ∧ r) with ¬ p ∨ q immediately yields the disjunctive normal form: (p ∧ q ∧ ¬ p) ∨ ( p ∧ q ∧ q) ∨ ( p ∧ r ∧ ¬ p) ∨ ( p ∧ r ∧ q) (equivalent to p ∧ q ), whereas the distribution in the highest parentheses level yields the conjunctive normal form: (p ∨ p) ∧ ( p ∨ r) ∧ ( q ∨ p) ∧ ( q ∨ r) ∧ ( ¬ p ∨ q) (equivalent to p ∧ ( q ∨ r) ∧ ( ¬ p ∨ q) ) . If a DNF is sought, the best solution is toexecute the former distribution; nevertheless, the program begins to apply distribution law in the highest parentheses level, that is the latterdistribution (and so calculates a CNF). Then, the parentheses level being reduced to one, the program applies, in the new highest level, a distribution of conjunction on disjunction, which yields a DNF. 6) Finally FN elaborates the canonical form (conjunctive or disjunctive according to the type of normal form which has been obtained) in the way explained above.



2.5. An example of the results displayed by FN Introducing the formula taken above as an example and asking DNF, the following lines are successively displayed on the screen: (P>(Q.R))>(P@-Q) Transcription with negation, conjunction and disjunction: [ transcribed functor: > in position 10 by a>b = -a*b ] -(P>(Q.R))*(P@-Q) [ transcribed functor: @ in position 14 by a@b = (a*b).(-a*-b) ] [ suppression of double negation ] -(P>(Q.R))*((P*-Q).(-P*Q)) [ transcribed functor: > in position 4 by a>b = -(a.-b) ] [ suppression of double negation ] (P.-(Q.R))*((P*-Q).(-P*Q)) De Morgan Laws: (P.(-Q*-R))*((P*-Q).(-P*Q)) Distributive Law of conjunction on disjunction: 1st parenthesis = P 2th parenthesis = -Q*-R (P.-Q)*(P.-R)*((P*-Q).(-P*Q)) Distributive Law of conjunction on disjunction: 1st parenthesis = P*-Q 2th parenthesis = -P*Q (P.-Q)*(P.-R)*(P.-P)*(P.Q)*(-Q.-P)*(-Q.Q) [ -Q.Q contradiction ] [ P.-P contradiction ] (P.-Q)*(P.-R)*(P.Q)*(-Q.-P) (P.-Q)*(P.-R)*(P.Q)*(-Q.-P)



DISJ. NORMAL FORM



(P.-Q.R)*(P.-Q.-R)*(P.Q.-R)*(P.Q.R)*(-P.-Q.R)*(-P.-Q.-R)



CANONICAL FORM



They correspond exactly to the calculations presented above.



3. HOW TO USE DN AND FN



Either you are working on the original floppy diskor you are using a copy of the program on your hard disk, you start at the DOS by typing FN or 13: DN and pressing the key ENTER, which produces the following screen



Formulae



Mode



Language



Writing



Help



NATURAL DEDUCTION IN GENTZEN'S STYLE Patrice BAILHACHE, Université de Nantes, France Version 2.1



You can load and handle a file of formulae



The word “Formulae” is enlightened. Then, as indicated at the bottom of the screen, this option permits us to choose between load(ing) and handle(ing) a file of formulae. To this aim you press ENTER or clik on the word Formulae. As a result, the screen displays:



13 Now and thereafter we display the case of DN; the either case is similar.



Formulae



Mode



Language



Writing



Help



Open file New Select Modify Copy Suppress Quit



NATURAL DEDUCTION IN GENTZEN'S STYLE Patrice BAILHACHE, Université de Nantes, France Version 2.1



To work with formulae set into a file



At this stage, the only possible move is Open afile (or Quit!), because handling a formula is permitted only when a file is ready to receive or supply the formula. You may also wish to change the (meta-)language. In this case, enlightening “Language” (with arrows or mouse) produces the following:



Formulae



Mode



Language



Writing



French English German Polish Spanish



NATURAL DEDUCTION IN GENTZEN'S STYLE Patrice BAILHACHE, Université de Nantes, France Version 2.1



To change the metalanguage used by computer



Help



For instance, if “Polish” is selected, the following screen appears (wherein it is supposed that you click on the menu “Formuly”) and all the sequel is written in polish:



Formuly



Tryb pracy



Jezyk



Wyjscie



Pomoc



Otwarcie pliku Nowa Wybór Modyfikacja Kopiowanie Likwidacja Do DOSu



Wczytanie i udostepnienie pliku formul do dalszych operacji



The menu “Writing” permits to send results on the screen or on a printer. “Help” gives you an abstract of lecture on Natural Deduction and a guide to use the program. Finally, if you write14 or choose a formula (in the way explained by the program), you are entitled to analyse it. To this end, you choose the menu “Mode” which offers a triple choice:



14 See the footnote 12 concerning parentheses.



Formulae



Mode



Language



Writing



Help



Results with explanations Results without explanations Training



NATURAL DEDUCTION IN GENTZEN'S STYLE Patrice BAILHACHE, Université de Nantes, France Version 2.1



Computer gives you results with explanations for each line



You can have a first look upon “Results with explanations”. However, to follow slowly the calculations it is advisable to work in “Training” mode and escape all questions pressing ESC . The mode “without explanations” permits a “silent working” likely to supply teachers with prepared exercises. For example, the above formula



∀x(Fx → G x ) → ( ∀xFx → ∀xGx), studied in planned working in this mode, yields the following lines on a printer:



⇒ $x(Fx>Gx)>($xFx>$xGx) $x(Fx>Gx) ⇒ $xFx>$xGx $x(Fx>Gx) ⇒ $xFx>$xGx $x(Fx>Gx),Fa>Ga ⇒ $xFx>$xGx $x(Fx>Gx),Fa>Ga,$xFx ⇒ $xGx $x(Fx>Gx),Fa>Ga,$xFx ⇒ $xGx $x(Fx>Gx),Ga,$xFx ⇒ $xGx



$x(Fx>Gx),Ga,$xFx,Fa ⇒ $xGx $x(Fx>Gx),Ga,$xFx,Fa ⇒ Gb $x(Fx>Gx),$xFx ⇒ $xGx,Fa $x(Fx>Gx),$xFx,Fa ⇒ $xGx,Fa $x(Fx>Gx),Ga,$xFx,Fa ⇒ Gb $x(Fx>Gx),Fb>Gb,Ga,$xFx,Fa ⇒ Gb $x(Fx>Gx),Fb>Gb,Ga,$xFx,Fb,Fa ⇒ Gb $x(Fx>Gx),Fb>Gb,Ga,$xFx,Fb,Fa ⇒ Gb $x(Fx>Gx),Gb,Ga,$xFx,Fb,Fa ⇒ Gb $x(Fx>Gx),Ga,$xFx,Fb,Fa ⇒ Gb,Fb



It may constitute a written exercise for students, which should indicate stages, paths, points of the tree, rules, substitutions (in case of rules for quantifiers), and to whom it may be claimed to draw the tree corresponding to calculations. Then, the modewith explanationswill give the fair copy. The mode “Training” is for those scholars whoare accustomed enough with the program and with its logical content. It is provided for a direct work with computer. When training, the user can choose between three levels of difficulty. In DN: At level 1 the computer does not ask anyquestion about the rules to apply. Only the formulae are claimed. At level 2 only the rules of the propositional calculus are asked. At level 3 all the formulae and all the rules are claimed.



In FN: At level 1 the computer asks for application of the laws of transcription (it indicates what equivalences should be applied), of De Morgan's laws, laws of associativity, suppression of tautologies and contradictions. The program works out itself distributions and absorptions, operations which are more difficult to carry out. At level 2 it asks in addition for distributions (but indicates the parentheses that must be taken into account) and for absorptions (but, also



in this case, it indicates the parentheses that must be taken into account, and even the remaining parentheses). At level 3 of difficulty, no indication is given.



Finally, some overflow messages can appear in DN or FN during the calculations. Example: (in DN) (in FN)



THERE IS NO LONGER FREE VARIABLE AVAILABLE. RESULTS MAY BE FALSE TOO MANY PARENTHESES. RESULTS MAY BE FALSE



In this case, the procedure does not stop, since it often result in a right conclusion concerning the studied formula. It may also happen that the conclusion is wrong and/or the computer plunges into aberrant endless calculations (this may be stopped by pressing the keys Ctrl Break).
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